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I

catch a flicker out of the corner of my
eye, my gaze drawn to an ancient relic
in the wall, my hand grazing a Oaxacan
rum concoction. Once a bread oven in
Ojai’s first bakery in 1926, now the hearth
before which guests dine, The Dutchess is
dually the eponym and soul of The Rustic
Canyon Family’s newest dining endeavor.

A love-child of bold forces, The Dutchess
was born when seasoned restaurateurs
Zoe Nathan and Josh Loeb teamed up
with Executive Chef Saw Naing and
Bakers Kate Pepper and Kelsey Brito,
the driving forces behind the Burmese
cuisine and bakery, respectively. The
space is not only a beautifully-crafted
collaboration but an embracement of its
farm-to-table ethos, celebrating local
farmers and purveyors in Ojai Valley.
I survey the scene, a stunning space
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detailed by Hunter & Davis Interior Design,
adorned with oil lamps, Turkish rugs, and
wooden details sourced from California
flea markets and antique stores. My second
cocktail of the evening, Smokeshow, arrives
concurrently with a mouthwatering array
of Burmese finger food: Naan with herbed
butter, Coconut Chickpea Curry, and Aloo
Puri. The wafting scent alone is enough to
make you swoon, but a taste will do you one
better. The buttery, flaky paratha drizzled
in curry is a bite I will never forget; an allencompassing sensory experience of flavor,
fat, texture, and spice. I scoop a spoonful
and find a single bay leaf–a sign, according
to my mother, of good luck and abundance.
I snack and sip on The Pegu, a delightful
coupe of gin, angostura bitters, and Ojai
tangerines, a distinguishable citrus and
emblem of the town’s farming community.

Organic Half Tandoori Chicken and The Pegu Club Cocktail
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“ONE COULD EXPLORE FOR HOURS, DISCOVERING A TOUCH
OF CHARACTER AND WHIMSY IN EVERY CORNER. ”

Two share plates appear, Chris’ Carrots and Ginger and an array
of Wooden Skewers: notably, the chicken thigh, meatballs, and
beef satay with tamarind glaze. A deliciously understated smoke
characterizes each succulent skewer, a result of roasting over
coals, Chef Naing’s homage to traditional hawker stands along
Rangoon’s vibrant 28th Street. I drag charred
carrots through coriander whipped yogurt and
pistachio, intermixing bites of breads and curries,
a wondrous smorgasbord that quickly vanishes.
Just when my meal can’t be more satisfying, two
family-style platters of Tea Leaf Salad and Motley
Crew Quail decorate the table. Fermented tea leaf
salad (lahpet thoke), a prominent staple originating
in Burma, is not only enjoyed for its vibrant flavors
but for its health benefits derived from antioxidants.
Chef ’s modified take on this salad is, simply
stated, a party in my mouth. It leaves a crisp zing
to be balanced by a succulent quail leg, served
with a spicy persimmon chutney and green garlic.
I walk off my entrées exploring the countless nooks
within the space, adorned with floral accents and
decorative umbrellas. One could explore for hours,
discovering a touch of character and whimsy in
every corner. Alas, to avoid my desserts melting, I
dash back to the table. A Passion Fruit Lassi Pie and
Kulfi flavored with rose, pistachio, and cardamom
are the final endeavor of the evening. Zesty
tropical fruit and ginger snap melt on my tongue,
intermingling bites of creamy kulfi, a traditional
South Asian “ice cream on a stick.” To my own
surprise, we manage to leave only a bite or two, an
impressive feat considering the breadth of the feast.
A sleepy haze lures me to the back bar room, entranced
by clicks of pool balls and the rhythm of the bartender’s
shaker. I hear chimes of exuberant bar-goers akin to
a family giggling over dinner; there is a comfort in knowing you’re
in a space where everyone has a place. A perfect stranger locks
eyes with me watching their game; “You’re next” they nod with a
smile. It seems as though the good time is only getting started. *
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Passion Fruit Lassi Pie
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